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NOTE 
THE EGYPTIANS AND PYTHAGOREAN TRIPLES 
By Beatrice Lumpkin 
Malcolm X College of the Chicago City Colleges, 
Chicago, IL 60153 
Richard J. Gillings' Mathematics in the Time of the Pharaohs 
(1975, Cambridge, MIT Press) contains two clues which strongly 
suggest that the ancient Egyptians knew specific cases of the 
Pythagorean theorem. Although he is careful to make no such 
claim, Gillings analyzes two problems from the Berlin papyrus 
which suggest this is the case. They are listed in the index 
of his book under "Pythagorean theorem, suggestions of, in 
equations, page 161". 
Each problem involves three squares. The area of the largest 
squares is given (100 square cubits for one problem, 400 for the 
other). This area is equal to the sum of the two unknown squares 
whose sides are in a given ratio. The problems are analyzed 
algebraically as a system of two equations, one linear, the other 
of second degree. 
The equations are solved by the method of false position; the 
length of the side of one unknown square is assumed, for con- 
venience, to have the value of 1. Then the length of the side 
of the other unknown squares is the given fraction of 1. Each 
side is then squared; the squares are added, and the square root 
of the sum is found. To find the correction factor for the 
assumed values, this square root is compared with the square 
root of the area given for the largest square. The square roots, 
Gillings believes, were read from prepared tables. 
Each of these problems from the Berlin papyrus leads to 
Pythagorean triples. For the square' of side 10, the smaller 
squares are found to have sides 6 and 8. For the square of side 
20, the smaller squares have sides 12 and 16. 
That the ancient Egyptians knew other specific cases of the 
Pythagorean theorem is suggested by their choice of units for 
the measurement of length, in particular the cubit, the double 
remen, and the remen (see pages 208-209 of Gillings). The 
double remen was the diagonal of a square whose side was 1 cubit. 
By changing the units of measurement from cubits to double remens, 
the area of a figure would be doubled. By changing from cubits 
to remens the area would be halved. The shape of the figure 
would not change. 
In his discussion of these units of measurement, Gillings 
provides no evidence that the Egyptians actually used the cubit 
and double remen in this manner, but he believes it is likely 
because the doubling of numbers was a basic technique in Egyptian 
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arithmetic. In this last example, Gillings does not mention the 
Pythagorean theorem. 
From the relationship between these units, it seems to me 
that the ancient Egyptians knew that the sum of the squares of 
the sides of an isosceles right triangle equaled the square of 
the hypotenuse. 
